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Workshop in Konya
28-31 May 2015
Konya, was known in classical antiquity and during the medieval period as Ikónion in Greek (with regular Medieval Greek apheresis Kónio(n)) and as Iconium in Latin. This name is commonly explained as a derivation from icon, as
an ancient Greek legend ascribed its name to the "eikon" (image), or the "gorgon's (Medusa's) head", with which Perseus vanquished the native population
before founding the city.
In some historic English texts, the city's name appears as Konia or Koniah. The
city is still influenced by Persian culture, such as Cult of Dervishes and Islamic
mysticism rooted in eastern Iran.
In this ancient city, from 28 to 31 May 2015 took place a technical and tutors’
workshop under the guidance of Shihan Yavor Dyankov – Representative for
the Balkans, Baltic, and Eurasia region at WJJF/WJJKO, following the invita-

tion by the Turkish Ju-Jitsu and Brazilian Ju-Jitsu Federation president Orhan
Ozakti. This Federation was established in 2012 and it has about 800 instructors who cover the entire area of Turkey. During its short existence so-far, the
Turkish Ju-Jitsu Federation shows great progress, and it already has successes on
the international Contests field. The workshop schedule envisaged methodical
education for the sports techniques in Ju-Jitsu under the Duo, Fighting and NeWadza systems; as well as lectures about the physical and psychological preparation of the contestants of the different ages groups. The theme for the methodical and pedagogical preparation of the children at the age of 7-14, and 15-18
was discussed too. The workshop was held in very high level of proficiency,
with numerous competent participants from the different parts of Turkey.
Presents and souvenirs, as well as letters of gratitude were exchanged at the end
of the workshop. They were presented to Shihan Dyankov by the president
Orhan Ozakti. The same gesture was made by Shihan Dyankov to the president
Orhan Ozakti, as well as to the leaders of the organization of the different
Turkish cities, who were presented with souvenirs and memorial presents. Many
pictures and videos were made, and the event was reflected by the local TV-stations and newspapers. Besides the intensive workshop schedule, the kind Turkish hosts organized a cultural program with a tour for sightseeing of this ancient
Anatolian city Konya in Turkey, where Shihan Yavor Dyankov was amazed. The
Museum of the ancient Persian poet Rumi and the ancient Dervishes dances
with their philosophy made a strong impression. At the end of the year, another
similar meeting will be held, which has to strengthen the connection between
the Turkish Ju-Jitsu and Brazilian Ju-Jitsu Federation and WJJF/WJJKO.

The first Koden
Budapest from 4 to 8 August
Hungary was the first event of the
“old Wjjf-Uk” in 1979. And now
it is the “first” of one series ( 10
groups in Europe) for the GsbKoden Enshin Ryu, registered in
the UIBM n. 1577938 5.02.2014
The opportunity
was given
thanks to the president of the
Wjjf/Wjjko – already gold contract –Tamas ---- and by Soshi
soke Jonos Karsai (Ni To Ryu),
who obtained that title (deshi) of the Japan International Budo Nihon Budo
Kyogikai Japan, Soke Kuniba Kai.
Two different groups: “yudansha” (15) and “mudansha” (more than 40).
They have distinguished this seminar which presented the ko-ryu old school of
gekken, Japanese fencing.
One peculiarity has to be said “ is not important the law of the great number”
to be considered important in our organization.
What is important is the law of the “quality”. I’d
like to repeat, this for everyone, not the “quantity”. To us, at the Head - quarter, headed in Milan/Italy – as wanted by Soke Robert Clark, Ryo-so, founder of one style- in the year of the
foundation 1976:,”numbers are not taing any tangible benefits” what is important is the spirit in
the practice of the gekken, as for all the budo.
The special training, shinza, made by GSB, considered this principle:
- hands and heart = one unique thing
- elbow and knee = one unique thing
- mind and shoulders= one unique thing
- heart and mind=one unique thing
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Budapest the
first Koden

- mind and breaath = one unique thing
- power and Energy = one unique thing
One “go-kyo”, 5 elements, which completes the traditional suemonogiri, cut of
the bamboo (take) against a pedestal (dai tikko).
“the bamboo rejects the snow, the flexibility and the power: soft is the live; the
rigidity is the death” ( Ju and Go).
We are preparing, for the next seminar: for the Koden we can compare to the
eagle (whasi), which flies high in the sky!!
Egesheghere! Salute Mayar (Hungary)!

Baku: European Games
20 sports and not the ju jitsu JJIF
why?
16 Olympic and 4 not Olympic if there will be in 2019, should we
have the chance at least to try with
the ju jitsu?
Who can know?
The experience in the “great” Caucaso” where there is Azerbaijan, cannot be estimated only in terms of
the results of the competitions, even
if there are a lot of these.
The Republic of Azera is the greatest state of the Caucasian region.
The sport and touristic investment
of this country, was born thanks to
different factors- One of these is the
participation of the Azeri athletes at
the Olympic since 1996, the date of
2

its independence from the Urss and the great results obtained in London
2012.
Azerbaijan had attained 10 medals and finished the Olympics in 15°
place in the European rank. During the junior, Olympic games in China, (?) the host athletes won 12 medals and the Nation got 10° place.
Azerbaijan has realized in a short time 40 modern Olympic structures
for practising many sports and promoting, already soon, important sport
events: : Formula 1 (2016), the Islamic Solidarity Games” (2017); and to
follow the Euro football (Uefa) in 2017.
The same thoughts have been repeated also during the closing ceremony
by the first lady Mehriban Aliyeva, president of the organizing committee,
reading a long written letter wrote by the actual bureaucrat as a politic
written- Also Patrick Hickey president of the Coe, was not a joke.
Here, in the city of the wind- that never stops – with a mix of the old
Urss and Turkey, of Arabian Emirates & C- for 17 days, we have spoken
of medals and technical results.
Azerbaijan is the “land of the fire” following the ritual heritage of Zoroatrismo
and has celebrated his future here in Baku at these games
Opening ceremony
As the president Patrick Hickey Coe, ( European Olympic committee) has declared this of Baku: “is a sign of an historical moment for the sport in Europe!”.
One ceremony I already imagined great but that in reality was better, seen the
presence of “Lady Gaga” with a pacifistic song – in a dictatorial land – “Imagine” by John Lennon.
There is time to think to the “wrong note” of Lady Gaga while singing in
front of the presidential family Aliyev, this Lady Gaga will cost very much to
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Vladimir Putin president of Russia, Thomas Bach president of the Cio. It
should have been a touch of class instead--Who knows if the two Putin/Bach have spoken about “SportAccord” and Marius L. Vizer, the judoka which is the utmost trouble!!!
The subject, in the opening, the origins: one parody linked to the national colours and to the poem Nizami. Following the principles of Zarathuštra are traced the prehistorical inscriptions of Gobostan, on those are rotating the history,
the fantasy and the universe- It is the parade of the 50 delegations with the qualified athletes who are moving 65 thousand and more spectators, began from
Greece for the historical honour.
The more hissed is the Armenia, with that the Azerbaijan is in war because of
the area of the Nagorno Karabakh; it is valid the saying “we can forgive but not
forget” the more plaudit is Turkey not for the problems it has created to Europe of the 28.
The torch delivered by the Azeri Olympic medal Himan Zakiyeu, the European Olympic flag has been accompanied by 8 medals - among them the Italian
Niccolò Campriani (shooting); taking the flag the Italian Giulia Quintavalle
(judo) gold medal in Beeijing 2008.

“50 shades of Ju Jitsu”
by Shihan Livio Cesare Proia & Shihan Stefano Draghi
GAETA 25/27 September 2015
Program:
Friday 26
Arrival and accommodation at the Hotel Serapo
16,30/19,30: STAGE Ju Jitsu Fesik (Sai–Tonfa– free hand)
17,30/19,30: seminar Gekken (fencing ) and Ken (Sword) Jitsu of the school
Koden Enshi Ryu
20,00: dinner
21,30/22,30: meeting of the technical national commission
Saturday 27
6,30/7,30: “nice wake up” on the beach/sea
(it is mandatory: coloured shorts and white t-shirt)
8,30: breakfast
10,00/12,00: STAGE Ju Jitsu Fesik (advanced techniques)
10,00/12,30: Seminar Gekken (fencing ) and Ken (Sword) Jitsu of the school
Koden Enshi Ryu
13,15: lunch
16,00/18,00: STAGE Ju Jitsu Fesik (Bo–Nunchaku–free hand)
18,00/19,30: programmatic meeting and planning
14,00/15,30: seminar Gekken and Kenjitsu
20,45: gala dinner and music with (probably)dancing
Sunday 28
9,00/10,45: STAGE Ju Jitsu Fesik (Evolution technical program)
9,30/12,00: seminar Gekken and Kenjitsu
10,45/11,45: Ju Jitsu without frontiers : “Interdisciplinary art of combat”
11,45/13,00: seminar diploma and recognition
Teachers, shihan:
For the seminar Gekken (fencing) and Ken (Sword) Jitsu of the school Koden
Enshi Ryu (registration UIBM n. 1577938 – effective date 5/2/2014): Shihan Kimmo Tenhunem Finland (7° Dan) – Shihan Stefano Draghi (7° Dan)
For the Ju Jitsu Fesik: the Technical national commission
Subjects for the student of the school Koden Enshi Ryu:
•
Gekken (fencing)
•
Kenjitsu (Sword)
Subjects for the students of the Ju Jitsu Fesik:
•
Evolution technical program
•
Advanced techniques Wjjf
•
Techniques DTS (defence tactics systems)
•
Kobudo: basic use, block, hits, applications, official kata Wjjf
o
Sai
3

o
Bo
Nunchaku
o
o
Tonfa
•
Kata/Forme:
o
Stance kata
o
Sticky hands
•
Ju Jitsu “without frontiers”: International Lesson with teachers in fast rotation
* Legend:
black program:
Ju Jitsu Fesik Group
red program:
Finland Group
blue program :
mix Group (all together)
N.B. some little, very little adjustment, modification and integration of the
program could be made, if necessary for the optimization of time and space,
and also for the human resources present.

Legends of ju jitsu MasterClass
November 2015.
We are delighted to announce that Shihan Dave Flaherty, original Director of
Coaching of the WJJF Training and Development Services, will be hosting this
fantastic course to kick off what will be an amazing year of further advance in
the development of WJJF/WJJKO GB.
Shihan Flaherty, who recieved an MBE for his outstanding work in the development of training, particular in the field of working with disability, will be
supported by Helen Travis (also a Master Instructor) to bring together both
Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, President of the organisation and Kai Cho
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for Ireland, David Toney for an amazing opportunity to train at advanced level.
Soke Clark worked hard in spite of many political difficulties over the years to
maintain a strong Anglo-Irish link within our Federation and Shihan Flaherty
and Shihan Toney are no strangers to working together for maximum effect.
Shihan Toney cites the support from WJJ Training Services as one of the major
strengths which has helped develop and progress the Coaching structure within
Ireland. President Bertoletti is keen to nurture this alliance as it affords a multitude of inter-country opportunities for the future, and this strong foundation
can be the catalyst for producing many more skilled coaches.
There is a lot of fresh potential within Cheshire Budo Federation, Shihan
Flaherty’s ‘home dojo’, including Master Andy Travis, ‘home-grown’ talent in
the form of Sensei Helen’s son. Shihan Flaherty will also be supported by his
son, Sensei Steven Flaherty, who is their representative in the UAE. We look
forward in anticipation to Cheshire Budo’s future within our Federation, as this
‘new-blood’ is nurtured by two of the very best instructors and advisors that Samurai World (Liverpool original dojo) was fortunate enough to have.
This master class event is exclusive to Black Belts and Senior Brown Belts only
& it is endorsed by the Robert Clark Foundation - all proceeds will go to charity.
Put the date in your calendar now!
This coming November, 14th at Rudheath Leisure Centre in Northwich Cheshire.
Contact steve@algebrastme.com for further details and payment options.

In India with the WjjC
The president WjjC (World ju jitsu Confederation) commenda doct Paul Hoglund is sending us the program and schedule for the IMG at New Delhi
Wjjf/Wjjko
Ju jitsu will be there and we are an integral part of a new horizon.
I, Gilberto Pauciullo World President of IWSF I hereby give the Grandmaster dr. Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti was appointed Chairman of the Department of Japanese martial arts. A warm welcome to my fraternal friend with whom I am proud to be a friend for almost forty years.
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If you are interested please contact directly:
World Jiu Jitsu Confederation, WJJC - Jiujitsu for All
Dr. Paul G Hoglund, President
+46-70-5270799

most experience to host such kind of events as it has organised 1-Junior World
Taekwon-do Championship, 1-Asian Taekwon-do Championship, 3-International Taekwon-do Championships and 30-National Taekwon-do Championships, besides other numerous National events.
We invite all aspirants of all Martial Arts to New Delhi for the 6th International Martial Arts Games to participate in an exciting tournament which will be
cherished by you forever.
Sincerely,
SM RajendranBalan,President Indian Martian art games Federation
Chairman India Organising committee

6th INTERNATIONAL MARTIAL ARTS GAMES 2015
Organised by
INDIAN MARTIAL ARTS GAMES FEDERATION
In association with
TAEKWON-DO FEDERATION OF DELHI & TAEKWON-DO ASSOCIATION OF INDIA
UNDER THE BANNER OF
INTERNATIONAL MARTIAL ART GAMES COMMITTEE
AT
THYAGRAJ STADIUM, NEW DELHI, INDIA
2ND TO 6th DECEMBER 2015
FOR MEDALS
4-6 DECEMBER 2015
NEW DELHI, INDIA
PROMOTERS & ORGANISERS
INTERNATIONAL MARTIAL ART GAMES COMMITTEE
INDIAN MARTIAL ART GAMES FEDERATION
TAEKWON-DO ASSOCIATION OF INDIA (ITF) (R)

INVITATION

TAEKWON-DO FEDERATION OF DELHI (ITF) (R)
WELCOME
All Martial Artists of World Wide,
I have great pleasure in inviting you to New Delhi, India for the 6th International Martial Arts Games in accordance with the decision of the International
Martial Art Games Committee. The event will be held at Thyagraj Indoor Stadium, New Delhi, India from 2nd to 6th DEC 2015.
This international event comprising of different Martial Arts disciplines and up
to 2000 competitors is being held in New Delhi for the first time.
New Delhi, the Capital City of India, is known to the world for hosting many
International sport events like Asian Games and Common Wealth Games and
World Championships of various other sport disciplines.
The main organizer TAEKWON-DO FEDERATION OF DELHI has the

Respected Grandmasters, Senior Masters, Masters, NGB Presidents and Coaches,
On behalf of the Organising Committee, I take this opportunity to invite you
to the 6th International Martial Arts Games (IMG) and the 8th IMGC Congress to be held at New Delhi, India from 2nd Dec to 06thDec 2015.
We sincerely hope that you will be able to accept our invitation and join the
participants of all Martial Arts from the World over. Let me assure you that we
are most anxious to welcome your team to the event and the Organising Committee will do their utmost to make your visit a pleasant and memorable one.
We assure you that the 6th IMG will provide an important opportunity to all
Martial Artists to exchange their experiences, views and ideas during this event.
We will do our best to make the 6th IMG Games the most cherishable event in
your martial arts experience.
You are kindly requested to confirm your participation with approximate number of participants and officials by the latest date, so that we can provide you
with the best and make this event one of the most successful and remembered
ones.
The details and other relevant information concerning the event are enclosed.
Should you have any questions on this event please do not hesitate to contact
us.
Yours Sincerely,
For INDIAN MARTIAL ART GAMES FEDERATION
Ms. Rachana Chourasia
Organising Secretary General

CONDITIONS 6th IMG GAMES DISCIPLINES
Taekwon-Do, Karate, Muay-Thai, Pankration, Tai Chi Chuan, Judo, Jujitsu,
JendoArnis, Toa, Kalaripayyatu, Kudo, Kurash, Aikido, Sambo, Sochan, Sqay,
Kung Fu, JeetKune do,
Hapkido & Wushu
Condition for Participation in the 6th IMG Games: All martial artists are welcome to participate who belong to either an International Martial Art Federation or National Martial Art Federation or Individual Martial Art organization
of the above mentioned disciplines.
Method of IMG Games: Competition and demonstration
Competitions: will be conducted according to the rules & regulations of the International Federations of the respective Martial arts disciplines, approved by
the IMGC HQ for this Games. Competitors must follow the dress code and
rules of their events.
Demonstrations: Any team of any Martial arts is encouraged to conduct demonstrations and particularly the traditional demonstrations inherent to any
regional and country are welcome. The duration of the demonstration should
not exceed 7 minutes. Martial arts demonstration and demonstration of culture
should be dynamic and with music (light) accompaniment.
It is the participant’s responsibility to have full insurance coverage for all eventualities. The organizer will not be responsible for any injury or loss for the participants, before, during and after the 6th IMG Games.
Competition winners will be awarded with medals (Gold, Silver and Bronze)
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and diplomas. Demonstration teams will be awarded with
Diplomas.
Every Country should bring their National Anthem on CD
and National flag and deliver them to the organizer during
the registration. The size of the flag should be approximately 100cm x 200cm. The timings of National Anthem
and hoist of flags will be within 15 to 20 seconds.
The Technical delegation from each International Federation shall be responsible for the management of their competition and their respective Martial Art disciplines during
the games with the appropriate support of the Organizing
Committee.
Exhibition: is one of the 6th IMG program as part of the
Martial art festival. The Organizing Committee shall provide any IF or NMGC that hopes to have its own Exhibition
with the requested compartment around the Venue (inside
the Stadium or outdoors) for the presentation of the Books,
CDs, Pamphlets, Projectors, Uniforms(Dobok) that introduce the history and activities of the respective Martial art discipline.
Every Martial Art Federations who needs Medals to present to their players
should make a deposit with the Organizing committee as per experience of the
past many medals were ordered by the Federations but were wasted due to few
participation.
The local members of the Martial Art Federations are requested to help the OC
in installation of needed infrastructure of each Martial Art Federations.

The eagle is Flying with ONU
Thanks to an important and constant legal and social engagement for the OrThe doctor Martina Mussolini, 5° head of the order, the prince Guglielmo
Giovanelli Marconi, and Paul Hoglund (Sweden)
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Balkan delegation headed by the knight of Grand Cross, Vladislav Kiriloski
der and for the Association, in March 2015, the Order of the Roman Eagle,
reformed in the statutes and in the Constitutional charter has been approved as
the 225° Institution at the Dept. Economic and Social Affairs ECOSOC of
the ONU in Genève (Register ICSO 225/2015).
The Order of the Roman Eagle headquarters in CH has promoted a Ceremony
for the awarding of the levels to the postulates coming from Europe. In the presence of the 5° head of the order, doctor Martina Mussolini and the prince
Guglielmo Giovanelli Marconi, the doctor Engineer, Paul Hoglund (Sweden)
president of the Wjj Confederation, member of Tafisa has been given the title
of Commenda HC. There was also the Balkan delegation headed by the knight
of Grand Cross, Vladislav Kiriloski, eclectic person of the wrestling, security
and self defence.
There were also some of our young adepts among them, the Shihan, Lorenzo
Milano Wjjf/Wjjko
Next meeting in Budapest (12 October) where the Order of the Roman Eagle
represents history, culture, arts of Rome dated 21 April 753 B.C.
Apologies if it is not much!!!
Possis Nihil Urbe Roma Visere Maius
You cannot see nothing greater than Rome
(Quinto Orazio Flacco, 65 B.C.– 8 B.C.)

International calendar Wjjko

The doctor Martina Mussolini, 5° head of the order, the prince Guglielmo
Giovanelli Marconi, Gsb and Lorenzo Milano (Wjjf/Wjjko)

23-30 September: Stage in Australia organized by sensei Tony Smith nad shihan Carl B.
Withey
10-11 Octobert: stage in Venice/Istrana Italy organized by Kami Center
23-25 October: Germany stage organizzed by Wjj D president Shihan J. Oberhollenzer
31 October- 1 November: stage in Russia organized by Alexander Bruzgin
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REALLY SOON

Wjjf - Wjjko/ Shihan Kai: realization of the new
Videos DVD; really soon, orders
Dear Shihan, we are glad to inform you we are publishing the new “DVD”
we prepared last June in Carrara (Italy).
The video has been realized putting the image of the logo Wjjf-Wjjko registered with protocol n. 130044896 with validity inside the EEC, we are
still waiting the registration of the Logo “ Foundation R. Clark”.
In case this logo is registered soon, we could insert it in the new video.
The “DVD” will be advertised and sold starting from January 2015 at the
price of Euro 35,00.
Awaiting your reply soon, we remain

